DNA Connects to Chainkit
DNA Connect signs distribution agreement with Chainkit

DNA Connect is one of Australia's leading specialist distributors with over 25 years of experience distributing security, analytics and infrastructure
technologies to the IT and OT markets.
Chainkit is a Software-as-a-Service company that builds foundational new Cyber Security solutions.
Independent customer surveys (via Ponemon Institute 2019 & CrowdStrike) report that 39% of cyber-attacks remain undetected. Chainkit is a
breakthrough cyber security solution focused exclusively on the 39% of attacks that remain undetected by other cyber defenses. Insider threats are on
the rise, given bad actors’ increased ability to abuse compromised user identities. Dwell times for average cyber-attacks are over 200 days, giving
attackers more than 6 months to explore, wreak damage, steal IP and ransomware an organization.
“Chainkit is first to market with the ability to detect invisible attacks lurking inside victim networks. Chainkit detects anti-forensic, counter-incident
response and other recently discovered stealthy techniques, within minutes not months, avoiding catastrophic damage”, said Munsoor Khan,
Executive Director at DNA Connect.
Khan continued, “Chainkit allows our Splunk partners to convert data from any source into objectively provable audit trails, providing invisible
tamper-detection, attestation and regulatory compliance, with real-time risk management. Incident responders and Law Enforcement organizations can
also complement their physical chains of custody with as many digital ones as necessary. This lets them collect more legally-admissible evidence,
faster, while avoiding unnecessary on-site visits during the COVID-19 era.”
Chainkit for Splunk is non-disruptive, provides an App Store user experience and enables organizations to create their first digital Chain-of-Custody
within minutes.
“The services DNA provide to their Splunk Partners and customers is impressive and made partnering with DNA a no-brainer”, said Jesse Locke,
Director Strategy and Go To Market ANZ for Chainkit. “DNA’s unique ability to drive demand and provide a suite of programs to support partners in
monetizing this demand is impressive and supports our accelerated growth”.
Chainkit is available as a free trial for Splunk by registering at https://chainkit.com/start/free-trial-splunk
About Chainkit
Chainkit is a Software-as-a-Service company building ground-breaking cyber security solutions, on a mission to eliminate the many blind spots in
cyber security and data privacy.
About DNA Connect
DNA Connect is one of Australia's leading specialist distributors with over 25 years of experience distributing security, analytics and infrastructure
technologies for IT and OT markets. Our expansive, agile customer-first culture and outstanding technical expertise not only makes us a great
company to work in, but also to work with.
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